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Alejo Crow,

a former book store owner who lost his mind, believes that
he has been possessed by the spirit of the deceased science fiction author,
Philip K. Dick. he has proclaimed himself pope and instigated Operation
Causeisayso, which aims to sink humanity into complete tedium, apathy and
stupor.
his plan basically consists of boring us to deat h, as this is the only
way to strip us of any will to counter-attack the invasion. fanhunters
(cyborgs) and macutes (clones) hunt down those who oppose the regime.
All forms of entertainment, fun and culture is prohibited. and anyone who
breaks these rules is ruthlessly punished.
but in Barnacity, the capital of his papal empire, The Resistance came
together to… well, resist. this group of unstable, poorly organized fans,
armed only with their geek knowledge, fight against the forces of evil.

Nevertheless, a group of diehard fans is not going to let t hem get
away wit h t his dastardly scheme and they are dead set on saving the
most valued objects from censorship : comics, ga mes, signed posters...
The quest begins now!

T HE GOAL OF T HE GA ME
During the game we have to look for and recover a series of
relics and forbidden objects while evading and fighting the
guards that are protecting them. We sneak through the
papal regime’s dragnet and put up with irksome potshots
launched by our opponents, all the while trying to accomplish the missions assigned to us by our superiors.
Through capturing guards, recovering objects, and
completing missions we gain victory points, and the
player with the most victory points at the end of the
game wins.
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COMPONENTS
6 BIG SCHNOZ CA RDS
Gamer

GAmES +2.

DrAw A
seConD
CArD from
A PhAse
loCKeD by

A guArD.
if it is A
guArD, t hen
DisCArD it.

-

These represent us during the game. Each one of these
six archetypes has an ability depending on their personal
preference and gives us a points bonus at the end of the
game. For example, The Gamer Schnoz gets 2 victory points
for each of the Games objects that he accumulates in his
collection.

59 GOOD STUFF CA RDS

There are two kinds. The first kind are our fellow fans, the Non-Player
Schnozes (NPS) who will give us a hand. The second kind are cool Tricks that
we learn and use during our adventures. Next to the deck of Good Stuff Cards
we set aside space for a discard pile.
Belit

NPS
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DisCArD to AttACK
guArD or Put 2 objeCt
in your ColleCtion.

Improvised weapon

WEAPON

-

give +1 strengt h
to your nPs.

NPS (Non-Player Schnozes): They help guard
our objects and fight off the guards. They have a
strength value at the bottom left of the card. If
played simultaneously, the strength value of various NPSes is
combined. The NPSes usually have special abilities that can be
played during your turn.
Tricks: These give us some advantages, often by
disturbing other players. Among these cards are
Weapon Cards, which modify the strength of the
NPSes and can be played at any moment in the game
without using up an action. We also have the plain and
simple Trick Cards that allow you to do several cool, fun things
in your turn.

78 PHASE CA RDS

These cards represent the treasures we find, and
also the opposition that we will run into during our
adventures. We split them up by phase number and
shuffle them into separate decks. Next to each phase
deck we leave a space for a phase-specific discard pile.
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When the cards in a phase deck run out, shuffle the cards from the discard
pile and turn them face down as the new phase deck. Phase cards can be of
any of the following types: Objects, Guards, or Events.
Object: These give us abilities that we can use when
we have played the card. They also have a value in
the lower left corner of the card that indicates the
victory points these objects give us if we have them
in our collection at the end of the game. The icons show what
kind of fanbase each object corresponds to.

VHS tape of
Barbarella

-1

looK

PhASE I

mOVIES

At t he first CArD
of A PhAse.

FANBASES The object cards are split up into different categories.
Combining fanbases of the correct archetype can create a splattering of
victory points at end of the game. So pay attention to them! Consult the
categories and their icons below:

Comics

Fanhunter

GuArd

2

PhASE II

leAve this CArD fACe uP on
the PhAse DeCK it CAme from.
the DeCK is loCKeD.

Cards

Guard: Guards protect the objects we are looking
for. When a guard appears, he may attack us or
block the phase deck where he is, until we are
able to defeat him. Once taken down, the guards
are placed in the collection of the player that took him out
(as hostages). At the end of the game that same player will
receive victory points equal to the number of the guard’s
strength value.
Event: As soon as one of these cards is revealed,
its effects are immediately played out and then it is
discarded.
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-

Merchandising

Movies
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then mix the DisCArD Pile into
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.
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PREPA RATION
OK. Now you know all the cards that you are going to run into during the game,
so the next step is to set them up.
1) Each player draws a Big Schnoz Card at random and places it in front of
himself.
2) Shuffle the Good Stuff Cards and leave them in a deck on the table. Each
player then draws 3 cards from the Good Stuff deck.
3) Shuffle each of the phase decks separately and then place them on the
table, in order and leaving room for their separate discard piles, so that
they form a row.
4) If you want to play in “Story” mode, take the Mission Cards corresponding
to the story that you want to carry out and follow the instruction in the
Story mode text box.
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3/3

STORY MODE

This is an optional, but very interesting way of
playing the game. We recommend that you play
1/3
the first couple of games without this rule and
then bring it into the games as soon as you have
the hang of things. Stories tell an adventure
divided into chapters with 3 missions in each.
The first card in each story will tell you how to set
up your Phase decks and their locks. Read the
first card as an introduction to the story, and leave the rest on their place
with the instructions to unlock them facing up.
Visi
mISSION t

Joe Quaid

3 DeCK.
A
loCK the PhAse
CArD onCe
turn over theteD two guArDs.
DefeA
PlAyer hAs

C

mISSION

reAte A DeCK
PlACe loCKs forwith eACh PhAse.
this mission
PhAses 2 AnD
on
3 AnD turn over
this CArD.

Unlock

icon

The Phase decks will remain locked until the objectives on the
Mission Card covering it have been achieved. When a player meets the
requirements for the Mission, he then picks up that card and turns it
over. After reading it, he keeps the card in his collection. This card will give
him victory points at the end of the game. With that bit of the Mission
completed, the lock on that Phase deck is eliminated and the players can
now go through the deck.
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5) The player who is able to remember the most catch phrases from famous
movies begins (in case of a tie, it is the player who has seen the most
c-beams glitter in the dark near the Tannhäuser Gate will start). If this
takes too long, then the player who woke up earliest this morning starts
and then procede clockwise around the table through the other players.
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HOW TO P LAY
It’s finally time to get down to brass tacks. When it is your turn to play, you
must carry out the following steps: first, move the adventure forward and,
then, play up to 2 actions. Finally, draw cards until you have 3 Good Stuff
cards in your hand. Let’s take a closer look at how this works
MOVING T HE A DVENTURE FORWA RD

At this moment of the game you can discard a card from your hand or play one
of your Good Stuff Cards.
1) If you put an NPS into play, leave it on the table next to your Big
Schnoz card. You can use its abilities during the game and it also
allows you to keep cards in your collection and face off against
guards.
2) If you play a Trick Card, you can apply its effects immediately.
P LAY UP TO 2 A CTIONS

Now you can perform up to two of the following actions, in whatever order you
prefer (if you like, you can do the same action twice). The actions available are:
Reveal a Phase Card, Play an Ability, Store Cards in your Collection, and Attack
Guards.
•

Reveal Phase Card: reveal the top card of a phase that is not locked by
guards or adventure cards. Attention: To reveal the cards in a specific
phase, you must have at least one card on the table from the phase right
before the phase you wish to reveal. For example, you must have a card
from phase 2 in play on the table in order to reveal cards from phase 3.
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1) If the card that is revealed is a Guard, then it will immediately
attack you. You can defeat it by discarding one or more of
your NPSes that are already in play for a total combined
strength value that is equal to or greater than that of the
guard. Remember that you can use the objects you have on the table
and weapon cards in your hand to increase the strength value of your
NPSes. If you defeat the guard, then place his card in your collection.
If you failed to defeat him, discard all your Good Stuff cards from your
hand and leave the guard face up on top of the Phase deck, locking that
deck until someone is able to defeat him.
2) If the card is an Object, grab it right away and leave it on the
table next to your Big Schnoz. Remember that when placed in
that area, you can use its abilities as we will detail later.
3) If the card is an Event, apply its effects immediately and discard
it next to the phase deck.
•

Play Ability. Apply the effects of the card’s ability (object, NPS or Big
Schnoz) in your game zone. Remember that you cannot play the same
ability twice in the same turn.

•

Store Cards in your Collection. During your turn you can use the NPSes
you have in play on the table to store objects you have on the table in your
collection. Simply discard the character that you want to use for that from
the table, and place the object face down in your Collection pile. From that
moment on, the abilities of the object will cease to be available, but the
card will be protected from any other game effect and it will remain in your
Collection until the end of the game.

•

Attack Guards. To do this, use one or more NPSes that are in play on the
table, along with as many weapon cards from your hand as you choose
to use. If you are able to bring together a strength value that is equal to
or greater than that of the guard, you can remove the guard (and thereby
unlock the phase deck) and place it in your collection. Then put the NPSes
and the weapons used in the Good Stuff Cards discard pile.

DRAWING GOOD STUFF CA RDS

At the end or your turn, draw Good Stuff cards until you once again have 3 such
cards in your hand.
Note. Remember that while playing in Story mode, if at any time during your
turn you meet the requirements of an Mission Card, you must pick it up to
unlock the deck. Turn it over and read the text out loud and then keep the card
in your collection. This will give you more victory points at the end of the game.
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END OF T HE GA ME
The game ends as soon as the last card is drawn from the Good Stuff
deck. At that time, the players look through their collections and - taking
into consideration the abilities of their Big Schnozes - count up the victory
points they have earned. Remember that the guards give as many victory
points as the strength value they have. The winner is the player who has the
most victory points. If there is a tie, the one who has the most cards in their
collection between the tied players wins.

Name
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Catans

Cute picture
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Fanbase
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Effects

Victory points and Strength value
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IF YOU WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT
FANHUNTER AND ITS CRAZY UNIVERSE,
VISIT DEVIRGA MES.COM

Devir Americas
2735 California Ave.
SW, Suite 110A
Seatt le, WA 98116
w w w.devirga mes.com
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